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Abstract
Some recent psychology research has shown why people engage in deceptive behavior, and how we can prevent them from
doing so. Given the alarming amount of fake news in the US public sphere, a group of psychologists has sought to combine
the available research in a proposed intervention, the Pro-Truth Pledge, to help address this problem. The pledge asks signees
to commit to 12 behaviors that research in psychology shows correlate with an orientation toward truthfulness. Early results
show both that private citizens and public figures are willing to take the pledge, and initial survey, interview, and observational
evidence shows the effectiveness of the pledge on reducing sharing misinformation on social media.
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Fake news articles, memes, videos, tweets, and other misinformation, a category that has recently been termed
“viral deception” by Kathleen Hall Jamieson, director of the Annenberg Public Policy Center, are sweeping social
media, shared by ordinary citizens (The Annenberg Public Policy Center of the University of Pennsylvania, 2017).
The impact of such viral deception, together with extensive misinformation spread by high-profile political figures
during the 2016 US presidential campaign and the “Vote Leave” campaign in the UK Brexit referendum, have
caused the venerable Oxford Dictionary to choose as the 2016 word of the year post-truth, “circumstances in
which objective facts are less influential in shaping public opinion than appeals to emotion and personal belief
(“Word of the year 2016 is…,” 2016).” Likewise, Collins Dictionary chose “fake news” as its 2017 word of the year,
meaning “false, often sensational, information disseminated under the guise of news reporting (“The Collins Word
of the Year 2017 is…,” 2017).”
Sharing such misinformation – at least by private citizens – is not necessarily intended to harm others or even
deliberately deceive. Our emotions and intuitions focus more on protecting our worldview and personal identity,
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and less on finding out the most accurate information (Haidt, 2012; McDermott, 2004; Nyhan & Reifler, 2010).
Still, regardless of the intentions, the impact of sharing this misinformation is vast. A study showed that in the
three months before the US presidential election, the top 20 fake election-related news stories on Facebook received
more engagements – reactions, comments, and shares – than the top 20 real news stories, 8,711,000 compared
to 7,367,000 (Silverman, 2016). Thus, real news in this case has been outcompeted by fake news. Another study,
which looked at a wider number of fake news stories, showed that in the same period of three months before the
2016 US Presidential election, 156 misleading news stories got just under 38 million shares on Facebook (Allcott
& Gentzkow, 2017). Note that the researchers in this study examined shares on Facebook rather than engagements:
the latter number would have been much higher. Fake news tends to favor conservative perspectives: the same
study showed that stories favorable to Donald Trump were shared 30 million times, while those favorable to Hillary
Clinton were shared a total of 7.6 million times.
This sharing aligns with the example set by the candidates. For example, The Washington Post’s well-respected
Fact-Checking Column has compared the two major candidates in the US presidential election in early November
2016, and found that Trump received their worst rating for claims fact-checking 63 percent of the time, while
Clinton received the worst rating 14.2 percent of the time. Notably, previously, most candidates received the worst
rating between 10 and 20 percent of the time (Cilizza, 2016). Likewise, when caught lying by media fact-checkers,
Clinton tends to apologize and back away from lies, while Trump tends to double down and attack the factcheckers. This may help explain why trust among Republicans in the media has fallen by more than half, from 32
to 14 percent, from September 2015 to September 2016 (Swift, 2016). The specific impact of candidates on their
supporters sharing false information may be explained in part by the research on emotional contagion, which
shows that followers tend to absorb and emulate the emotions of their leaders (Hatfield, Cacioppo, & Rapson,
1993).
How impactful is such sharing? First, we need to recognize that most US adults get news on social media: 62
percent according to a recent poll by the Pew Research Center (Gottfried & Shearer, 2016). Another recent poll
by Ipsos, conducted in late November and early December 2016, showed that American adults are prone to be
deceived by fake news headlines. Surveying 3,015 adults, the method of this poll involved showing respondents
six election-related headlines, three false and three true, and asking if they recognized the headline. In the case
that they did recognize the headline, the respondents were asked to rate the headline as “very accurate,”
“somewhat accurate,” “not very accurate,” or “not at all accurate.” Of the people who recognized the fake electionrelated headlines, approximately 75 percent rated the headlines “very accurate” or “somewhat accurate.” Republicans were slightly more likely to be fooled by fake news, rating fake news headlines they recalled as accurate
84 percent of the time, compared to 71 percent for Democrats (Silverman & Singer-Vine, 2016).
This fake news came from a variety of channels, but a major portion appears to have come from Russia’s efforts
to use its digital propaganda efforts to influence the US (Kwong, 2017; Shu et al., 2017). Of course, political partisans for either side also created massive amounts of fake news (Green & Issenberg, 2016). So did people trying
to make money off spreading fake news (Subramanian, 2017).
The US is far from unique in the impact of fake news. The UK was another target of Russian’s digital propaganda
efforts, with researchers at the University of Edinburgh finding many hundreds of accounts operating by the Russian
Internet Research Agency trying to spread fake news to influence UK politics (Booth, Weaver, Hern, & Walker,
2017). Russia-owned accounts spread misinformation in Spain to stir up the Catalonian independence movement
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(Palmer, 2017). Russia likewise used misinformation to try to influence the German 2017 elections (Shuster,
2017). The 2017 French elections also drew a great deal of fake news, with a substantial amount coming from
Russian-backed accounts (Farand, 2017).
Russia is simply the biggest global player in the spread of fake news: there are many other sources of viral deception. Around the controversial impeachment of president Dilma Rousseff in 2016, three out of the five most shared
news stories on Facebook were false, generally originating from domestic Brazilian websites. India’s introduction
of a 2,000-rupee note in November 2016 led to the widespread and false rumor via the social media messaging
app Whatsapp that the bill would have a surveillance chip. In Italy, the anti-establishment Five Star Movement
has been implicated in spreading false news about the government’s activities. In France, anti-abortion groups
set up fake abortion information websites that present themselves as neutral and official sites with free helpline
numbers, but which actually promote false anti-abortion propaganda (all the examples in this paragraph come
from Connolly et al., 2016). Likewise, a YouGov survey of over 70,000 online news consumers in 36 countries
shows that only 24 percent of respondents believe that social media does a good job in separating fact from fiction,
and many respondents stated that they believe social media dynamics in their country encourage the spread of
fake news (Newman, Fletcher, Kalogeropoulos, Levy, & Nielsen, 2017).
The problem of fake news around the world has been foreseen already for several years. For instance, the World
Economic Forum, which is a nonprofit institution focusing on improving world welfare, has rated the spread of
false information online as one of the 10 biggest global problems in 2013 (WEF, 2013). An important question to
answer is whether Americans are more vulnerable to fake news than citizens in other countries. We can with
certainty state that Americans are more likely to be exposed to fake news, because of the influential impact of US
politics around the world due to America’s global influence. Moreover, due to the relative lack of efforts by the US
government to fight fake news, its citizens are easier to influence. By contrast, many European Union governments
have taken systematic steps to fight viral deception. The EU as a whole has recently launched a major effort to
set up a High-Level Expert Group representing academics, online platforms, news media and civil society organizations to address fake news (European Commission, 2017).
While Americans may be more likely to be targeted by fake news, and less protected by government intervention,
there is no reason to believe they are inherently more vulnerable to being deceived. If citizens of other countries
were not vulnerable to being deceived, after all, then the producers of fake news would be targeting only the US.
Indeed, research shows that those outside the US are similarly highly susceptible to believing fake news when
exposed to it. For example, a research study on misinformation in the 2017 French election found that exposing
voting-age French people to deceptive election-related statements resulted in the study subjects believing Le
Pen’s falsehoods, while fact-checking improved the likelihood that people believed in the actual facts (Barrera,
Guriev, Henry, & Zhuravskaya, 2017). Since it is actively harmful for our global society for people to believe in
and spread falsehoods, how can we stop this problem? A recent research article by prominent scholars in the
field suggested any effort to address the situation “must involve technological solutions incorporating psychological
principles, an interdisciplinary approach that we describe as ‘technocognition.’” (Lewandowsky, Ecker, & Cook,
2017). In the meantime, a separate group of psychologists have been thinking along the same lines, and have
come up with a proposed techno-cognitive intervention we term the Pro-Truth Pledge (PTP). The pledge asks
signees to commit to 12 behaviors that research in psychology shows correlate with an orientation toward truthfulness. Early results show both that private citizens and public figures are willing to take the pledge, and interviews,
external observations, and quantitative surveys show evidence of the effectiveness of the pledge.
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Truth and the Tragedy of the Commons
Although our society as a whole loses when deception is rampant in the public sphere, individuals who practice
deceptive behaviors often gain for their own agendas. This type of situation is known as a “tragedy of the commons,”
following a famous article in Science by Garret Hardin (1968). Hardin demonstrated that in areas where a group
of people share a common resource without any controls on the use of this resource, each individual may well
have a strong interest in taking more of the common resource than is their fair share, leading to individual gain at
great cost to the community as a whole. A well-known tragedy of the commons is environmental pollution. We all
gain from clean air and water, yet individual polluters, from a game-theoretical perspective, may well gain more
– at least in the short and medium term – from polluting our environment (Hanley & Folmer, 1998). Pollution of
truth is arguably similarly devastating to the atmosphere of trust in our political environment.
Solving tragedies of the commons requires, according to Hardin, “mutual coercion, mutually agreed upon by the
majority of the people affected,” so as to prevent these harmful outcomes where a few gain at the cost of everyone
else (Hardin, 1968). The environmental movement presents many examples of successful efforts to addressing
the tragedy of the commons in environmental pollution (Ostrom, 2015). Only substantial disincentives for polluting
outweigh the benefits of polluting from a game theoretical perspective (Fang-yuan, 2007). Particularly illuminating
is a theoretical piece by Mark van Vugt describing the application of psychology research to the tragedy of the
commons in the environment. His analysis showed that in addition to mutual coercion by an external party such
as the government, the commons can be maintained through a combination of providing credible information,
appealing to people’s identities, setting up new or changing existing institutions, and shifting the incentives for
participants (Van Vugt, 2009).
The research on successful strategies used by the environmental movement fits well with work on choice architecture and libertarian paternalism. “Libertarian paternalism” refers to an approach to private and public institutions
that aims to use findings from psychology about problematic human thinking patterns – cognitive biases – to shape
human behavior for social good while also respecting individual freedom of choice (Sunstein & Thaler, 2003;
Thaler & Sunstein, 1999, 2003). Choice architecture is the method of choice used by libertarian paternalists,
through shaping human choices for the welfare of society as a whole, by setting up default options, anticipating
errors, giving clear feedback, creating appropriate incentives, and so on (Johnson et al., 2012; Jolls, Sunstein, &
Thaler, 1998; Selinger & Whyte, 2011).

Intervention to Address Pollution of Truth:
The Pro-Truth Pledge
The Pro-Truth Pledge (PTP), created by a team of behavioral scientists coming primarily from a psychology
background, is informed by strategies that have proven successful in the environmental movement and combines
them with choice architecture. The pledge is not a way for pledge organizers to tell people what is the truth, but
to get them to adopt research-informed methods meant to orient toward accurate evaluation of reality. In taking
the pledge, signees agree to abide by twelve behaviors, which are intended to counteract a number of cognitive
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biases that contribute to people believing in and sharing misinformation, an essential aspect of the psychology
research informing the content of the pledge itself. The full pledge reads as follows:
I Pledge My Earnest Efforts To:
Share the truth
•

Verify: fact-check information to confirm it is true before accepting and sharing it

•

Balance: share the whole truth, even if some aspects do not support my opinion

•

Cite: share my sources so that others can verify my information

•

Clarify: distinguish between my opinion and the facts

Honor the truth
•

Acknowledge: acknowledge when others share true information, even when we disagree otherwise

•

Reevaluate: reevaluate if my information is challenged, retract it if I cannot verify it

•

Defend: defend others when they come under attack for sharing true information, even when we disagree
otherwise

•

Align: align my opinions and my actions with true information

Encourage the truth
•

Fix: ask people to retract information that reliable sources have disproved even if they are my allies

•

Educate: compassionately inform those around me to stop using unreliable sources even if these sources
support my opinion

•

Defer: recognize the opinions of experts as more likely to be accurate when the facts are disputed

•

Celebrate: celebrate those who retract incorrect statements and update their beliefs toward the truth

One of the biases that the pledge aims to address is the confirmation bias, our tendency to search for and accept
information that aligns with our current beliefs (Nickerson, 1998). Research shows that one way to address the
confirmation bias involves asking people to consider and search for evidence that disproves their initial beliefs,
so that they would not violate the pledge by sharing misinformation (Hirt & Markman, 1995; Kray & Galinsky, 2003;
Lilienfeld, Ammirati, & Landfield, 2009).
To ensure full clarity on what constitutes violations of the pledge, the pledge spells out what misinformation means
from the perspective of the PTP: anything that goes against the truth of reality, such as directly lying, lying by
omission, or misrepresenting the truth to suit one’s own purposes. While sometimes misinformation is blatant,
sometimes it is harder to tell, and for these tough calls, the PTP relies on credible fact-checking organizations –
the same ones that Facebook uses for its fact-checking program – and/or the scientific consensus, as recognized
by meta-analysis studies and statements from influential scientific organizations. The pledge asks people to take
time to verify information before sharing it, by going to reliable fact-checking websites or evaluating the scientific
consensus on any given topic. By taking time to verify this information, signees get an opportunity to evaluate the
accuracy of their information and change their perspective if they do not find credible evidence supporting that
information. This aspect of the pledge aims to address the extensive sharing of fake news, both by private citizens
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and by public figures (Allcott & Gentzkow, 2017). It also aims to address the repeated sharing of incorrect information, which produces the illusory truth effect, people’s belief that a false statement is true due to multiple exposure
to and thus growing comfort with the false statement (Fazio, Brashier, Payne, & Marsh, 2015). Likewise, asking
people to pause and verify before sharing information will slow down their responses, which has been correlated
with making fewer errors and facilitating analytical thinking to counteract belief bias (Pennycook, Cheyne, Koehler,
& Fugelsang, 2013).
In the spirit of anticipating errors, an important aspect of choice architecture, the pledge encourages signees to
celebrate both others and themselves for retracting incorrect statements and updating their beliefs toward the
truth. We anticipate that another problematic factor might be the in-group bias, which causes people to favor those
who they perceive to be part of their own group, and vice versa for those who they perceive as part of their outgroup (Mullen, Brown, & Smith, 1992; Verkuyten & Nekuee, 1999). To address the in-group bias, the pledge asks
people to defend other people who come under attack for sharing accurate information even if they have different
values, and to request that those who share inaccurate information retract it, even if they are their friends and allies.
The Dunning-Kruger effect is another cognitive bias where those who have less expertise and skills in any given
area have an inflated perception of their abilities, or in other words are ignorant of their own ignorance (Dunning,
2011; Ehrlinger et al., 2008; Kruger & Dunning, 1999; Sheldon, Dunning, & Ames, 2014). To address this problem,
the pledge calls on signees to “recognize the opinions of those who have substantially more expertise on a topic
than myself as more likely to be accurate in their assessments.”
In addition to the cognitive biases that facilitate deception, other studies have emerged on motivators for honesty
and dishonesty. If people perceived others around them as behaving dishonestly, they were also more likely to
behave dishonestly themselves; in turn, if they behaved dishonestly, they perceived others as more likely to behave
dishonestly (Gino, Norton, & Ariely, 2010). These two patterns together, once they start, create a self-reinforcing
spiral of deception. For our purposes, the parallel is clear. For instance, consider social media sharing of viral
deception. A person who spreads such deceptive content will perceive others around them as more likely to spread
viral deception than is actually the case; likewise, if that person sees someone sharing misinformation, they will
be more likely to share viral deception themselves, as that person’s actions provide him with an implicit permission
to do so. Similarly applicable to spreading misinformation online, research shows that people are more likely to
lie if they believe it benefits their in-group (Mazar & Ariely, 2006). So if someone sees an article favorable to their
political in-group, they would be more likely to share it without doing any fact-checking, even if the article inspires
some skepticism, by comparison to a neutral article. Doing such promotion of questionable content favorable to
one’s in-group both helps people feel like activists for their cause, and signals to others in their social media network
an alliance around shared values, gaining them social capital. Moreover, research shows that if an expert corrects
erroneous information, people tend to not accept and internalize the correction unless they also trust the expert;
in turn, trust alone is enough to sway people to accept corrective information (Guillory & Geraci, 2013). Thus, any
proposed solution needs to address the perception of dishonesty by others and oneself, address benefits to one’s
in-group from dishonesty, and perceptions of trustworthiness.
Fortunately, we also have research on what causes people to avoid dishonest behavior. Two articles show some
intriguing findings: reminders about ethical behavior made people less likely to lie; getting people to sign an honor
code or other commitment contract to honesty before engaging in tasks involving temptation to lie increased
honesty; making standards for truthful behavior clear decreased deception (Mazar, Amir, & Ariely, 2008a, 2008b).
Evidence shows that personal experience with an issue such as global climate change helps correct misinformation
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about it (Myers et al., 2013). Reminders about the reputation costs of making false statements proved effective
for reducing misinformation shared by candidates for office (Nyhan & Reifler, 2015). This finding is particularly
salient to the potential impact of the pledge on public figures who have a reputation that might be negatively impacted if they are found to share misinformation, due to the accountability mechanism of pledge-takers monitoring
each other, especially public figures who have taken the pledge.
In an interesting parallel to the environmental movement, those who chose to commit to recycling by signing a
pledge were more likely to follow their commitments in comparison to those who just agreed to recycle (Katzev
& Pardini, 1987). Our likelihood of lying is strongly impacted by our social network, making it especially important
to address social norms around deception (Mann, Garcia-Rada, Houser, & Ariely, 2014). Dan Ariely and Simon
Jones summarize and synthesize the research on what moves us to lie and vice versa in their The Honest Truth
About Dishonesty: How We Lie to Everyone—Especially Ourselves. In a nutshell, they find that what determines
whether people lie or not is not some rational cost-benefit analysis, but a wide variety of seemingly-irrational
psychological factors. Crucially, our behavior around deception ties strongly to self-identity and group belonging.
People generally wish to maintain a self-identity as essentially truthful and to act within accepted group norms,
and so inducing a greater orientation toward the truth requires integrating truth-oriented behaviors into one’s
identity and group affiliation (Ariely & Jones, 2012). The more of these factors a solution can address, the better.

Motivations for Taking the Pro-Truth Pledge
Why would people take the pledge? Many are frustrated and disheartened by the prevalence of deception in our
society, and especially in our political system. Signing the pledge gives them an opportunity to express their discontent and help move our society toward greater honesty. This type of pro-social desire has been found to be a
strong motivator in environmental efforts (Van Lange, De Bruin, Otten, & Joireman 1997; Van Vugt & Samuelson,
1999). Moreover, the pledge draws on research showing the importance of incentives. Signing the pledge gives
any individual who signs it greater credibility among their peers who know they signed it, improving their reputation.
Individuals who sign the pledge then share about it on their social media and personal networks, put an indicator
on their Facebook and Twitter and other social media profile photos showing they signed the pledge, and also
put a badge on their websites. They can also put the pledge logo on the back of their business cards. Such reputational rewards have been shown to be vital in addressing tragedies of the commons in the environmental
movement (Milinski, Semmann, & Krambeck, 2002). Another reward is getting access to unique resources available
to signees, such as a search engine composed of credible sources verified as reliable by the PTP organizers
(Pro-Truth Pledge, 2017a). They also get to join a variety of closed communities both online and in their local area
available only to pledge signees, where they can rely on the credibility of the information being shared by those
who signed the pledge and also support and encourage each other in practicing behaviors advocated by the
pledge. We know that peer support has proven helpful in maintaining desired behavior change in contexts such
as health behaviors, and we anticipate that such support will help maintain truth-oriented behavior (Westman,
Eden, & Shirom, 1985; Zimmerman & Connor, 1989). The pledge appeals to people’s identities by asking for
those who self-identify as truthful and honest to take the pledge and join the community of pledge-takers. This
appeal to identity is informed by psychology research on the environmental movement showed that people who
report self-identification with a community tend to engage in behaviors condoned by that community (Van Vugt,
2001).
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However, would pledge-takers who are private citizens, and thus have no external monitoring, follow such behaviors
upon taking the pledge? Psychology research on precommitment suggests that those who commit to a certain
behavioral norm will be more likely to follow it (Ariely & Wertenbroch, 2002). Another factor at play is post-factum
justification or choice-supportive bias, where our minds want to perceive our past decisions in a positive light,
making us more likely to stick to past commitments (Correia & Festinger, 2014). A related phenomenon is a
preference for consistency, which recent research suggests influences many people to make decisions that are
consistent with their past decisions (Guadagno & Cialdini, 2010). All these mechanisms would also increase the
trust of pledge-takers for other pledge-takers and their fact-checking and corrective activities, and research shows
such trust is vital for accepting corrective information (Guillory & Geraci, 2013). Intriguingly, other efforts to promote
truthfulness using commitment mechanisms are arising as well recently, such as the Peer Reviewers' Openness
Initiative to encourage peer reviewers to “make open practices a pre-condition for more comprehensive review”
(Peer Reviewers’ Openness Initiative, 2017).
Most relevantly for the PTP, at schools that have honor codes students tend to engage in less academic dishonesty
(McCabe & Trevino, 1993; McCabe, Trevino, & Butterfield, 1999). Likewise, signing an honor code before a test
tends to decrease cheating compared to signing an honor code at the end of a test (Shu et al., 2012). This evidence
is further supported by research from the environmental movement on recycling, which shows that those who
chose to commit to recycling by signing a pledge were likely to follow on their commitments in comparison to those
who just agreed to recycle (Katzev & Pardini, 1987). By analogy, we hypothesize that taking the PTP will decrease
sharing misinformation by shifting the underlying mental habits of thought and feeling that contribute to deceptive
behaviors, especially since we are concerned with people not sharing misinformation after they sign the pledge
rather than before it (Ariely & Jones, 2012; Frijda, Manstead, & Bem, 2000). Likewise, being informed about what
it means to be truthful through the twelve behaviors outlined in the pledge will also likely contributed to avoiding
sharing misinformation. This stems from research showing that labels on household appliances that list comparisons
of energy use and emissions most effectively change behavior when consumers are already concerned with the
environment but lack technical knowledge about the appliances (Dietz, Ostrom, & Stern 2003). The other research
finding supporting this comes from studies showing that making standards for truthful behavior clear decreased
deception (Mazar, Amir, & Ariely, 2008a, 2008b).
Further strengthening precommitment, post-factum justification, and preference for consistency, pledge-takers
have an opportunity to participate in PTP community-oriented activities described above, to sign up for email updates, to have themselves listed in a public database of people who signed the pledge, and to share publicly about
taking the pledge. They can also sign up to be a PTP advocate, which consists of any of the following: 1) Promoting
the PTP pledge to other private citizens; 2) Advocating for public figures to take the pledge; 3) Monitoring and
evaluating whether the public figures stick to their commitment. In the initial sign-ups, about 85 percent signed
up for email updates or action alerts, about 50 percent wanted to be listed in a public database, and about 30
percent indicated an interest in being a PTP advocate (we do not have sufficient data on community engagement).
We hypothesize that each of the four distinct activities listed above would make it more likely for people to abide
by the tenets of the PTP, based on research from successful environmental movement strategies. We suspect
that for those who sign the PTP without signing up for email notifications or other forms of active engagement will
have a small or perhaps negligible long-term impact on their behaviors, due to the PTP fading from their mind.
After all, research on health behaviors shows that intentions to change behavior often fail before temptations or
lack of energy, which in the PTP context we can compare to failing to fact-check an article before sharing it
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(Schwarzer, 2008). Still, given that people who have committed to recycling by signing a pledge did practice recycling
at a higher rate than those who did not, we may indeed witness some impact. Other research on recycling shows
that having information about conservation made people more likely to engage in recycling (Oskamp et al., 1991).
Getting email updates about the PTP would serve that function. Studies on recycling also show that getting specific recycling opportunities increased the likelihood of recycling, and the action alerts fill that function for the PTP
(Vining & Ebreo, 1992). Knowing that one is being monitored for recycling and may get negative messages if one
does not recycle has been shown to increase recycling behavior (Lord, 1994). The parallel for the PTP is choosing
to list oneself in a public PTP database and thus make oneself available for monitoring, as well as sharing with
one’s social network and on social media that one took the PTP. Also supportive of the importance of the latter,
studies of consumers buying environmentally-friendly products showed that such purchases stemmed in part from
the opportunity to signal environmental friendliness to others as a form of status-seeking, and thus sharing about
the PTP would similarly signal truth-friendliness (Griskevicius, Tybur, & Van den Bergh, 2010). Active volunteering
and community engagement in recycling programs, such as block-leader programs, proved even more effective
in increasing recycling behavior (Burn 1991; Hopper & Nielsen, 1991). By analogy, we anticipate that those who
engage actively in PTP volunteering and community-oriented activities, online and in-person, will be even more
likely to exhibit truth-oriented behaviors. After all, community belonging is crucial for shaping perceptions of selfidentity and social norms, which research has found are so important in determining truth-telling behavior.

Alternatives and Challenges
The current best alternatives to advancing truth in our political system focus on supporting the work of factchecking organizations. Noble and worthwhile, these much-needed efforts unfortunately do not address the underlying problem of distrust in fact-checking organizations. For instance, according to a September 2016 Rasmussen
Reports survey, only 29 percent of all likely voters in the US trust fact-checking of candidates’ statements. The
political disparity is enormous, and in-line with previous reporting on the partisan divide – 88 percent of Trump
supporters do not trust fact-checkers, while 59 percent of Clinton supporters express trust for fact-checkers
(Rasmussen Reports, 2016). This distrust for fact-checkers will not be solved by providing more fact-checking or
faster, real-time fact-checking. Indeed, research shows that real-time fact-checking may actually make people
more resistant to correct information (Garrett & Weeks, 2013). Such distrust can only be addressed by getting
citizens to both care more about the truth and by providing credible information about who is truthful.
The PTP aims to solve these problems through appealing to people’s identities and getting them more emotionally
invested into truth-oriented behavior, while also providing them with information about who are honest public figures.
A secondary effect of the PTP may be to help legitimate trustworthy fact-checking organizations. Indeed, research
suggests that training in media literacy is likely to reduce perceptions of bias by the media in reporting on controversial news stories, and the behaviors of the PTP are conducive to higher media literacy (Vraga, Tully, & Rojas,
2009).
Of course, the Pro-Truth Pledge may not work despite the problems with the current best alternatives. Virginity
pledges have been shown consistently to delay the onset of sexual behavior (Martino et al., 2008). However,
other research has shown that STD rates are comparable among those who took a virginity pledge and those
who did not, potentially due to lower rates of condom use and testing by those took the pledge (Brückner &
Bearman, 2005). Likewise, people might follow the fact-checking guidelines only in regard to articles that they are
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already ideologically motivated to discard. In fact, many people who signed the pledge, or prior to signing the
pledge, inquired about the PTP guidelines on fact-checking. To address this, the Pro-Truth Pledge website provides
specific guidelines on fact-checking, which include guidelines like “Does the article please you? If so, it may be
playing to your subconscious biases. Make extra efforts to check if it is true.” (Pro-Truth Pledge, 2017b).
Thus, the PTP may have mixed results in getting people to avoid sharing misinformation. Public figures may become
afraid of signing on after a few suffered the reputational damage that comes from being listed as in contempt of
the pledge. Likewise, politicians, media venues, and others who benefit from deceiving the voters will likely target
the pledge as they see it gain ground. To fend off these attacks, the pledge organizers must work hard to reach
across party lines to get diverse public figures from all sides of the political spectrum to commit to the pledge, but
this effort may or may not be successful. Another area of attack may be around the definition of misinformation
as used by the PTP, for instance regarding potential bias in selecting fact-checking organizations. In part to
ameliorate accusations of such bias, the PTP specifically decided to use the same fact-checking organizations
as Facebook uses, since Facebook has a huge financial interest in using only the most high-quality fact-checking
venues. Moreover, the PTP – unlike fact-checking organizations – only evaluates those who have chosen to sign
the pledge; it is an opt-in mechanism, like the Better Business Bureau, as opposed to fact-checkers who factcheck statements that the fact-checking organization finds relevant.
Another finding that might be potentially problematic for the effectiveness of the pledge shows that citizens often
use political figures they support as a guide to what they consider true or false, regardless of the facts (Swire,
Berinsky, Lewandowsky, & Ecker, 2017). Counteracting this tendency requires that citizens develop trust and invest
support into the Pro-Truth Pledge as a guiding mechanism for candidates they consider credible. Indeed, a
number of people who have chosen to take the pledge have expressed that they would consider whether a candidate has taken the pledge a strong factor in choosing which candidates to support with their votes, money, and
time.

Pro-Truth Pledge Impact: Case Studies and Preliminary
Survey Data
The PTP was launched in March 2017, and by December 20 had over 4700 pledge-takers, including over 300
public figures, including Peter Singer, Steven Pinker, Jonathan Haidt, and many scholars cited in the references
of this paper. It also included over 70 public officials. Online and in-person groups dedicated to the PTP have
emerged in over 20 US states, and are starting up in other states as well as abroad. The pledge has received
positive coverage in prominent venues, such as The Guardian and The Columbus Dispatch (Enfield, 2017;
Smola, 2017).
When asked for why they take the pledge, people generally report a desire to cast a vote against fake news and
demonstrate a personal commitment to honesty. Some also discuss the desire to project a reputation as truthtellers for the sake of gaining greater credibility among those with whom they engage. We have performed some
follow-up conversations with pledge-takers to determine whether the pledge impacted their behaviors. A private
citizen, US Army veteran John Kirbow, stated how after taking the pledge, he felt “an open commitment to a certain
attitude” to “think hard when I want to play an article or statistic which I’m not completely sold on.” He found the
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pledge “really does seem to change one’s habits,” helping push him both to correct his own mistakes with an “attitude of humility and skepticism, and of honesty and moral sincerity,” and also to encourage “friends and peers
to do so as well.” Christian pastor and community leader Lorenzo Neal described how he “took the Pro-Truth
Pledge because I expect our political leaders at every level of government to speak truth and not deliberately
spread misinformation to the people they have been elected to serve. Having taken the pledge myself, I put forth
the effort to continually gather information validating stories and headlines before sharing them on my social media
outlets.”
All others who chose to participate in follow-up conversations shared similar responses. It is important to note
that follow-up conversations are limited by two factors: self-selection and self-reporting. After all, the people likely
to respond are those who find the pledge beneficial and impactful. To address this concern, we also engaged in
external observations of the behaviors of pledge-takers, and have observed instances where the pledge was involved with people retracting statements.
For instance, a candidate for Congress, Michael Smith, took the Pro-Truth Pledge (GoFundMe.com, 2017). He
later posted on his Facebook wall a screenshot of a tweet by Donald Trump criticizing minority and disabled children.
After being called out on it, he went and searched Trump’s feed. He could not find the original tweet, and while
Trump may have deleted that tweet, the candidate edited his own Facebook post to say that “Due to a Truth
Pledge I have taken I have to say I have not been able to verify this post (Smith, 2017).” He indicated that he
would be more careful with future postings. In another case, Mark Kauffman, a photographer from New York,
shared an article from OccupyDemocrats.com, a site shown by credible fact-checkers used by the PTP to be
systematically unreliable. Other pledge-takers, following the behavior of asking people to stop using unreliable
sources regardless of the credibility of the article, asked him to withdraw it, and he did so.
We have also conducted a preliminary survey evaluation of pledge-takers to see whether their sharing of information
on social media was impacted by the pledge. We decided to target Facebook, as the most popular social media
platform: 44 percent of US adults got news via Facebook in 2016 (Pew Research Center, 2016).
Our hypothesis was that taking the PTP will impact sharing on Facebook, both when people share news-relevant
content themselves on their own Facebook profile, and when they engage in other venues on Facebook, such as
Facebook groups or other people’s profiles. Examples of engaging in other venues would include behaviors like
asking people to retract incorrect statements, as was the case with pledge-takers asking Michael Smith and Mark
Kauffman to retract their statements. To test this hypothesis, we have conducted a study of people who took the
PTP and engage actively in sharing news-relevant content on Facebook. Since these people already care about
the truth – otherwise, they would presumably not take the pledge - any difference between sharing behaviors
before and after taking the pledge can be attributed to finding out about the pledge and taking it.
The full method and results are given in the supplementary materials, and summarized here. We had participants
fill out Likert scale (1-5) surveys self-reporting their Facebook engagement with news-relevant content on their
own profiles and also with other people’s posts and in groups before and after they took the pledge, with 1 at
lowest level of alignment to the pledge behaviors and 5 being full alignment. To avoid the Hawthorne effect of
study participants being impacted by observation, the study did not evaluate current behavior, but past behavior.
We only recruited participants who took the pledge 4 or more weeks ago to fill out the survey, and asked them
about their behavior after taking the pledge. Giving them this period also gave people an opportunity to have the
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immediate impact of taking the pledge fade from their mind, thus enabling an evaluation of the medium-term impact
of the PTP on sharing news-relevant content.
This study method was informed by the approaches used by studies of whether honor codes address cheating,
which is the most comparable form of intervention to the PTP. Such studies similarly rely on self-reporting by
students on whether they have cheated or not cheated (McCabe & Trevino, 1993; McCabe, Trevino, & Butterfield,
1999). Similarly, studies of whether virginity pledges delay sexual onset similarly rely on self-reporting (Brückner
& Bearman, 2005).
Thus, our method of evaluating the PTP faces the same problems faced by those studies: self-reporting and selfselection. The self-selection impact might be problematic because people self-selected to participate in the study,
and those on whom the pledge did not have an impact might choose to avoid participating. The self-reporting
might be problematic because people might perceive a behavior change that did not actually occur. For example,
they might engage in more fact-checking, but only of articles that did not align with their partisan motivations, despite
the clear guidelines on fact-checking on the PTP website.
With these limitations in mind, our early survey results of 24 people who took the pledge suggest that taking the
pledge results in a statistically significant increase in alignment with the behaviors of the pledge, both on one’s
own profile on Facebook and when interacting with other people’s posts and in groups. Specifically, on one’s own
Facebook profile, the median alignment with the PTP score before taking the PTP is 4 (SD = 1.14), and the median
alignment score after taking the PTP is 4.5 (SD = 0.51). For engaging with news-worthy content on other people’s
profiles and in groups, the median PTP alignment score before taking the Truth Pledge is 3.5 (SD = 1.06). The
median PTP alignment score after taking the Truth Pledge is 4.5 (SD = 0.65). For sharing content on their own
profile, 70.83% of participants (17 of 24 respondents) reported an increase of their PTP alignment after taking the
PTP, eleven participants increased by one point on the alignment scale, five by two points, one by three points,
while the rest maintained the same score. For sharing content in groups and on other people’s walls, again,
70.83% of participants reported an increase of their PTP alignment after taking the PTP, twelve participants increased by one point on the alignment scale, five by two, while the rest maintained their initial score. Figure 1
below provides a visual summary of the preliminary survey data.
The results contradict the hypothesis that all those who take the PTP are already honest and that taking the pledge
is simply a way to signal their honesty publicly. If that was the case, there would be no statistically significant increase in alignment with the truth-oriented behaviors in the PTP before and after taking the pledge. These results
are suggestive but far from conclusive that taking the PTP indeed significantly improves the quality of social media
sharing.
These results should not surprise us, since the PTP is a technocognitive intervention based on well-established
research on what kind of behaviors are likely to lead to people avoiding deception and sharing facts. The PTP
uses all four components shown by psychological research on environmental pollution as crucial to addressing
tragedies of the commons (Milinski, Semmann, & Krambeck, 2002; Van Vugt, 2009). It provides information about
the credibility of those who sign it, as well as information about what it means to orient toward the truth and what
constitutes credible information sources. It appeals to the identity of people to desire to be honest and be perceived
that way. Finally, it offers positive reputational rewards for honesty, taking advantage of the psychology research
on incentives. In fact, it would be surprising if it did not have a statistically significant impact, at least in the selfselected sample who self-reported their behaviors.
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Figure 1. Visual summary of preliminary survey data with PTP alignment in Facebook engagement.

Much more research is needed on whether the findings of this preliminary survey data actually corresponds to
people’s real behavior, and also replication is needed with a larger and randomly assigned sample with a control
group. Likewise, the preliminary survey data was gathered from Americans, and we would like to conduct a study
with a more geographically diverse population in the future. While we have no reason to suspect that the PTP
would be more or less likely to impact Americans as opposed to citizens of other countries, it would be valuable
to investigate this question. The only meaningful distinction in the impact of the pledge on Americans might come
from the fact that there is a stronger incentive to target Americans by foreign actors disseminating fake news,
combined with a lack of meaningful action by the US government in addressing the problem of fake news. We
are intending to pursue these studies in the future.

Conclusion
To solve the problem of fake news sharing, we need technocognitive solutions, meaning ones that combine
technology with psychological principles, according to prominent researchers in the field. The Pro-Truth Pledge,
which combines psychology research with online mechanisms of implementation and propagation, and crowdsources fact-checking, is one such potential intervention. It asks participants to commit to twelve behaviors, which
are intended to counteract a number of cognitive biases that contribute to people believing in and sharing misin-
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formation, an essential aspect of the psychology research informing the content of the pledge itself. The full pledge
reads as follows:
I Pledge My Earnest Efforts To:
Share the truth
•

Verify: fact-check information to confirm it is true before accepting and sharing it

•

Balance: share the whole truth, even if some aspects do not support my opinion

•

Cite: share my sources so that others can verify my information

•

Clarify: distinguish between my opinion and the facts

Honor the truth
•

Acknowledge: acknowledge when others share true information, even when we disagree otherwise

•

Reevaluate: reevaluate if my information is challenged, retract it if I cannot verify it

•

Defend: defend others when they come under attack for sharing true information, even when we disagree
otherwise

•

Align: align my opinions and my actions with true information

Encourage the truth
•

Fix: ask people to retract information that reliable sources have disproved even if they are my allies

•

Educate: compassionately inform those around me to stop using unreliable sources even if these sources
support my opinion

•

Defer: recognize the opinions of experts as more likely to be accurate when the facts are disputed

•

Celebrate: celebrate those who retract incorrect statements and update their beliefs toward the truth

In addition to committing to the behaviors, pledge-takers are encouraged to share about taking the pledge on their
social media, to put markers of taking the pledge on their online profiles, and to fact-check other pledge-takers,
which is the crowd-sourcing component of the pledge.
This technocognitive solution has shown some early signs of effectiveness. To be effective requires that: 1) we
see evidence of people taking the pledge, and 2) we see evidence of people abiding by the behaviors of the
pledge. We have clear evidence of people taking the pledge when they find out about it through venues like coverage by prominent media, through personal outreach, through word-of-mouth interactions on social media, and
other means. The evidence on people abiding by the behaviors of the pledge is much weaker, and only suggestive
rather than conclusive. Initial qualitative evidence includes case studies of interviews and observations, while
quantitative evidence includes a preliminary survey with self-selection and self-reporting by participants. The
pledge organizers plan to undertake future quantitative studies to evaluate whether people do indeed abide by
the pledge after taking it. In the meantime, the early data suggests the pledge is valuable, and while more research
on its impact is needed, it may be beneficial to encourage the widespread adoption of this techno-cognitive tool
for the sake of fighting the insidious problem of fake news.
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